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GameGuru Antiques In The Attic Pack

If your game idea requires old-style decor to populate and furnish your levels, then look no further than this amazing collection
of over 100 high-quality, PBR ready assets for your next game-making project.

The detail you get from each object in this assembly is superb, and yet you get a huge choice of items, including:

 5 Bed Objects

 6 Chairs

 6 Books

 11 Cabinet Pieces

 3 Cat Cage Pieces

 10 Fireplace Poker and Log Pieces
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 4 Grandfather Block Pieces

 3 Radios

 3 Old Bottles

 3 Luggage Boxes

 4 Rugs

 3 Shelve Units

 3 Standing Globe Pieces

 5 Tables

 2 Vacuum Cleaner

You also get a statue, canoe, chandeliers, coat hanger, desk lamp, doll, desk fan, frame, iron stove, lamp, mannequin, old lamp,
old bathtub, old sled, old TV, old washing machine, phone, pistol, ski and pole, standing lamp, tennis racket, trumpet,

typewriter, violin, washer and an old wheelbarrow. These game ready objects would not be out of place in a contemporary AAA
game, and they can be yours for an amazing price.

To use this pack, when you run GameGuru and click on Add New Entity in the Library you will see a category called "Antiques
In The Attic". Click on this to start browsing through your new game assets. All the assets in this pack are royalty-free, meaning

any game you make with them can be legally sold by you.
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Title: GameGuru - Antiques In The Attic Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Game Development
Developer:
The Game Creators
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 2GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 5.0)

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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Buying the soundtrack supports the creators. It's a really heartwarming OST and I highly recommend it. Pair it with the excellent
bittersweet story and you get one of the most eye opening visual novels out there.

This soundtrack doesn't change anything since the game already has a "sound mode"; it only supports the creators. Buy it if you
don't mind donating some cash.. It is very cute illustration. I love the art direction in this little series.
Go keep making more stuff like this...Thank you.. D'LIRIUM is an adventure-strategy FPS originally released for the Sega
Dreamcast
This flawlessly executed masterpiece of a port for the Commodore64 effortlessly combines motion controls with shooting along
with the very advanced puzzle mechanics.

Really looking forward to the sequal and would also appreciate a remastered edition as this is one of my favorite childhood
games.

9/10. bots plase!!!!!!!!!!!. Ok Indie game. has good creepy vibes. But way to short. May need to keep the price point at the sale
price of $0.99 as I feel its not worth more than that. Took me a lil longer to figure things out as I love puzzle games, just not
very good at them. For a good puzzle solver this game would take them about 30 minutes to complete. Hopefully the next game
made by this developer will be better.. Turd sandwich.. quot;Just do it" part and realization of what was really going on was
f*cking electric and it made me cry like a little bi*ch again, really. (The Cat Lady did it to me too at some point)

If you liked "The Cat Lady" you'll love this one for sure.. I had just been buying everything Zaccaria released, but it looks like I
can't do that anymore.

This is A SINGLE pinball table where the more you play it, the more art you get to put on it.
-No Sound FX edits
-No playfield edits
-No custom images; just pre-defined shapes and logos.

The table itself is just plain boring. It's very similar to the "Achievement Tables" they've released in the past, which in my
opinion, are some the weakest tables in the Zaccaria Pinball package.

I was hoping for an Artwork Editor for every table, similar to how they let the user edit the lighting of each table.

Maybe this will become something more advanced in the future, but as of right now I wish I didn't purchase this.. Thank you
devs!. This game is great! It's loads of fun either scavenging for items while slapping the devil down or hunting down the other
teams to claim victory for yourself! Would highly recommend. Seriously, get it. It's fun. You'll love it!!

There has been a recent downside to there not being any people on as of late. To any who are looking to buy this game or who
already have it, I do have a group called 'Devil's Bluff Revival'. We play every Thursday @ 7:30pmEST\/6:30pmCST and
Saturday @ 7pmEST\/6pmCST. We are hoping to add in more times as more people join and let me know their schedules. So
please come join the fun and let's bring this great game back!
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It is a bad port from tablets, with a poor adapted system to PC. Graphics? Nice. Game? too simple and bored

I paid 3\u20ac and it was too much.

. time to start breeding 4 leaf clovers cause thats all you need to win. Hey everyone. I bought this game quite some time ago now
and enjoyed playing it over LAN at home with friends and against bots. I'd like to tell you what changes were made in the last
update to this game, but I can't because the devs decided we now have to create an online account with password in order to play
at all. It would've been nice to give people the option to continue playing over LAN without forcing players online with
strangers. I enjoy playing multiplayer online sometimes, but there are plenty of times that I just don't want to. I enjoyed things
the way they were.

If you know nothing about the game, it's basically like the old Car Wars arena play from Steve Jackson Games, but these
vehicles hover. I enjoyed the game a lot for what it's worth, but if you want to play you need to get used to the idea that an
online account is required. I can't review any of the changes since the last major update that added the account requirement with
no option to bypass. As it is, if you like cars and weapons in an arena, this is okay... but wait for it to go on sale.

I do recommend the game overall with the notable provisions stated above. My kids didn't really like playing it very much.
They'd rather play a lot of other games instead of this. I have deleted the game from my system, but if my kids ever change their
minds about playing... maybe I'll make an account for it. Maybe. Sometimes I just want to play over LAN with people I know,
but the devs excluded that option. Too bad.. The Class 33 has been around for a while now on TS (Since August 2012) even
though its showing its age its still a great addition to your TS roster.
PROS:
- EWS, NSE, BR blue, BR green, Mainline grey, Dutch Grey liveries all fantastically produced.
- Adequate sounds.
- Wagon rake included.
CONS:
- Sounds are now a little dated.

Given that its a old model in account I give it 7\/10 (mainly for the liveries included)
. Hey man want some burg. I was recommended to play this game and I have to say this is among the best of text-based genre.
The story is breathtaking and engaging with satisfying romance. The saga is wonderous and believable enhanced by brilliant
writing.

Although there are several flaws that are hard to ignore (spoiler alert).

One is the main villain. He's just so stereotyped like other villains in superhero movies. Since he is your father, I had expected
more interactions with him and more depth to his character, like turning him around by high persuasion skill or appealing to his
fatherly love for you, but no, he's just a stereotyped ambitious short-sighted villain. It was a huge disappointment to me.
Second is I felt that some characters are just inserted into the story to "add flavors" to romance arcs, but they are just so
unlikable with no redeeming qualities, like a rich man's son who literally shoots you then tries to steal your aero and the
manipulative female fatale who sabotages and murders to overtake your nation. Even though they did spice up the story quite a
bit, I can't help but feel they should be replaced with more interesting and less stereotyped characters.
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